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Register your machine: All Rights Reserved. Use corrective lenses if necessary to stay a
reasonable distance away from the arc. However, your overall safety can be increased by proper
installation If you develop unusual symptoms, see your supervisor. And, most importantly,
think before you act and be careful. This statement appears where the information must be
followed exactly to avoid serious personal injury or loss of life. PROTECT others from splatter,
flash, and glare This statement appears where the information must be followed with protective
screens or barriers. This is extremely dangerous. They can release highly toxic fumes or gases.
Additional precautionary measures PROTECT compressed gas cylinders from excessive heat,
mechanical shocks, and arcs; fasten cylinders so they cannot fall. Do not spill fuel when filling
tank. If fuel is spilled, wipe it up and do not start engine until. Keep all equipment safety guards,
covers and devices in position and in good repair. In some cases it may be necessary to remove
safety guards to of California to cause cancer and birth defects, perform required maintenance.
Remove guards only when or other reproductive harm. Always use the greatest care when
well-ventilated area. Do not put your hands near the engine fan. To prevent accidentally starting
gasoline engines while turning For more information go to the engine or welding generator
during maintenance work, P65 warnings. To avoid scalding, do not remove the radiator cutting,
produces fumes or gases which contain pressure cap when the engine is hot. For 2. Exposure
to EMF fields in welding may have other health effects P. All welders should use the following
procedures in order to St. Clair Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio Never coil the electrode lead around
your body. Do not place your body between the electrode and work cables. Connect the work
cable to the workpiece as close as pos- sible to the area being welded. Turn the engine off
before troubleshooting 2. Do not work next to welding power source. Operate engines in open,
well-ventilated areas or vent the engine exhaust fumes outdoors. Do not add the fuel near an
open flame welding arc or when the engine is running. The electrode and work or ground
circuits are 4. Headshield and filter lens should Wear dry, hole-free gloves to insulate hands. I
standards. Insulate yourself from work and ground using dry insulation. Use suitable clothing
made from durable flame-resistant material Make certain the insulation is large enough to cover
your full area to protect your skin and that of your helpers from the arc rays. Welding may
produce fumes and gases equipment: hazardous to health. When welding, keep your head out
of the fume. The connection should using local exhaust or mechanical ventilation be as close as
possible to the area being welded. In confined spaces or in some circumstances, 3. Ground the
work or metal to be welded to a good electrical earth outdoors, a respirator may also be
required. Additional precautions are also required when 3. Maintain the electrode holder, work
clamp, welding cable and welding welding machine in good, safe operating condition. Replace
on galvanized steel. The operation of welding fume control equipment is affected by 3. Never
dip the electrode in water for cooling. Worker exposure holders connected to two welders
because voltage between the level should be checked upon installation and periodically two can
be the total of the open circuit voltage of both thereafter to be certain it is within applicable
OSHA PEL and welders. When working above floor level, use a safety belt to protect 5. Do not
weld in locations near chlorinated hydrocarbon vapors yourself from a fall should you get a
shock. The heat and rays of the arc can react with solvent vapors to form 3. Also see Items 6.
Shielding gases used for arc welding can displace air and cause injury or death. Always use
enough ventilation, especially in confined areas, to insure breathing air is safe. SDS forms are
available from your welding distributor or from the manufacturer. Also see item 1. Use only
compressed gas cylinders containing 6. Remove fire hazards from the welding area. If the
correct shielding gas for the process used this is not possible, cover them to prevent the
welding sparks and properly operating regulators designed for from starting a fire. Remember
that welding sparks and hot the gas and pressure used. All hoses, fittings, materials from
welding can easily go through small cracks and etc. Avoid welding near hydraulic lines. Have a
fire extinguisher readily available. Always keep cylinders in an upright position securely
chained to 6. Where compressed gases are to be used at the job site, special an undercarriage
or fixed support. Accidental contact can cause and any other source of heat, sparks, or flame.
Never allow the electrode, electrode holder or any other 6. Keep your head and face away from
the cylinder valve outlet They can cause an explosion even though they have been when
opening the cylinder valve. Valve protection caps should always be in place and hand tight
Practices for the Preparation for Welding and Cutting of except when the cylinder is in use or
connected for use. Read and follow the instructions on compressed gas cylinders, see address
above. Vent hollow castings or containers before heating, cutting or the Compressed Gas
Association, George Carter Way welding. They may explode. Chantilly, VA Sparks and spatter
are thrown from the welding arc. Wear oil free protective garments such as leather gloves,
heavy shirt, cuffless trousers, high shoes and a cap over your hair. Wear ear plugs when
welding out of position or in confined places. Always wear safety glasses with side shields

when in a welding area. Work cables connected to the building framework or other locations
away from the welding area increase the 8. Turn off input power using the disconnect possibility
of the welding current passing through lifting chains, switch at the fuse box before working on
crane cables or other alternate circuits. This can create fire the equipment. Install equipment in
accordance with the U. National Electrical 6. Ground the equipment in accordance with the U.
Do not use a welding power source for pipe thawing. Section A Operating Instructions A-1 Input
Power and Grounding Connections A-1 Attach Electrode Cable to Holder A-2 Electrode and
Work Replacement Section B Welding Polarity Selection B-1 Duty Cycle B-1 Circuit Breakers
B-1 How to Learn Stick Welding B-1 Electrode Selection Guide B-1 Electrode Guide B-2 Cutting
and Piercing Holes Section C Routine preventative maintenance Parts Pages P, P Series. Input
Power and Grounding Connections 1. Loosen locking screw and slide handle off holder. Place
han- dle over electrode cable. The longer cable is used for the Before starting the installation,
check with the power company to be Electrode Cable and is located in the front of machine
upper hole as shown in FIGURE 1A. This welder may be operated from a single phase line or
from one phase of a two or three phase Upper Hole line. Place the welder so there is free
circulation of air in through the louvers in the back and sides of the case and out of the bottom
on all four sides. Be sure it can be reached by the plug on the input cable attached to the
welder. Using the following instructions, have a qualified electrician connect this receptacle
NEMA R Type to the power lines at the fuse 3. Back out cable connecting screw until end is
flush with inside box. Three 10 or larger copper wires are required if conduit is surface of jaw
body. For long cable runs over ' 31m , 8 or larger wire in 4. Remove cable connecting clamp
from holder jaws. Place conduit will be needed to prevent excessive voltage drops. Fuse the
clamp over bare end of electrode cable and insert into holder two hot lines with 50 ampere
super lag type fuses as shown in the with clamp centered against connecting screw. The center
contact in the receptacle is for the grounding connection. A green wire in the input cable
connects this contact to the frame of the welder. This insures proper grounding of the welder
frame when the welder plug is inserted into the receptacle. If a separate disconnect switch is
used, it should have two poles for the two hot lines and both should be fused for 50 amperes.
Tighten cable connecting screw securely against clamp. Slide handle into position and secure
by turning the locking Attaching Work Cable to Clamp screw in until it is tight. The shorter cable
is used for the Work Cable and is located in the front of the machine lower hole as shown
below. Important Safety Note: Make sure insulation is secure and that screws are tight and
cannot be touched. Remove handle mounting screw and slide handle off Work holder. Place
handle over electrode cable. The longer cable Cable is used for the Electrode Cable and is
located in the front of machine upper hole as shown in Figure 1A. Connections for additional
cable lengths or larger sizes should be properly made externally. Cable Handle mounting screw
Clamp connecting screw If either cable requires replacement for other reasons, they should be
1. Back out clamp connecting screw and remove cable personnel. If electrode cable has a
terminal attached 10 clearance hole , place terminal over cable connecting screw. Otherwise,
place bare end of electrode cable into holder with cable strands divided equally on both sides of
clamp connecting screw. Tighten cable connecting screw securely into clamp so clamp holds
cable in place. Slide handle into position and secure with handle mounting screw. Welding
Current Selection Electrode Selection Guide Each position on the current selector switch is
marked with the See the following Electrode Selection Guide and additional electrode output
amperes for that setting. Turn the switch to the current selection information. Also refer C2.
Guide and electrode sizes: There is a slight amount of play in each switch position. It is good
practice to move the switch back and forth once within this play Selecting Electrodes after
switching to a new position. This wiping action keeps the contacts free from dirt and oxides.
Which electrode is best for the particular job. These are important questions because the cost,
quality, and CAUTION appearance of your work depends on proper electrode selection and
application. These electrodes are used for general purpose all-position fabrication and repair
welding; also the best choice for pipe welding and sheet Lincoln Electrodes are listed in the
chart at the end of this manual. This is the polarity which should be used - when available - for
best results. Duty Cycle For Codes and below. This group includes the heavy coated, iron
powder electrodes with their soft arc and fast deposit rates. These electrodes have a heavy slag
and produce exceptionally smooth beads. They are generally For Codes and above. Stringer
beads, with drag technique, are always preferred over weave passes with these electrodes. Duty
cycle is based on a ten minute period. If the welder This group includes electrodes which have a
moderately forceful arc is used for more than 2 minutes during several successive ten minute
and deposit rates between those of the out-off position and high- periods, it may overheat. They
are primarily general purpose production 10 minute period to let the fan motor run for adequate
cooling. Overheating reduces welder life. Also widely used in maintenance and recommended

for sheet metal fillet and lap welds. The breaker will trip and Low Hydrogen Group E, E shut off
the DC welding output if the duty cycle is exceeded or if the cooling air flow is blocked. Low
hydrogen electrodes offer these benefits: outstanding crack resistance, lowest porosity on How
to Learn Stick Welding sulphur bearing steels, and capable of X-ray quality deposits. NEVER
use a whipping technique or a long section of Electrodes not used within a few hours after a
container is opened must be stored in heat cabinets. LH is recommended with the AC In
Addition to the Electrodes Listed Above the ones listed below may also be used. To determine
the correct electrode diameter and current settings to use please consult the Lincoln
Weldirectory Bulletin C2. Some of the common motions are joints. It keeps the molten pool
small and lets it freeze quickly so the shown below. Keep arc short when in the crater and
longer during whip out from the crater. It is used with fast-freeze electrodes as the first pass on
vertical fillets and V-butts. Also sometimes used with fill-freeze and low hydrogen electrodes to
make the first pass on these joints. Sometimes accompanied by a slight whip after each
oscillation in the crater. Always use a series of stringer beads overhead; do not weave. Cutting
Do not exceed the Duty Cycle â€” At the beginnig of this Operation Section The arc welder and
the electrode can be used for cutting steel and cast iron. Follow this procedure: 1. Set welder on
maximum amps. Hold long arc on edge of metal, melting it. Push the arc through the molten
metal, forcing it to fall away. Raise the electrode, and start over again. The important thing is to
continue this up-and-down, sawing motion, melting the metal and pushing it away. Piercing
Holes 1. Welder setting: Maximum amps. Hold the electrode with a long arc perpendicular over
the spot where the hole is to be made. When the metal is molten, push the electrode through the
molten puddle. Give the molten metal a chance to fall through the hole. Circle with a long arc
around the edge of the hole until the desired diameter hole has been made. If the electrode is
pushed through too soon it will stick in the puddle. Be sure the metal is molten before pushing
through. This allows the molten metal to drip away freely as you are boring through. Routine
preventative maintenance is not required. Todos los derechos reservados. No habitual. Esto es
extremadamente peligroso. No coloque las manos cerca del ventilador del motor. Para evitar
quemaduras, no retire la tapa de Estado de California. Los campos EM pueden interferir con
ciertos marcapasos, por lo de Soldadura P. Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio No se enrolle las
derivaciones del electrodo por el cuerpo. No se coloque entre el electrodo y los cables
auxiliares. Utilice un protector con el filtro y las cubiertas debidos para protegerse los ojos de
las chispas 3. Evite respirar dichos humos y gases. Nunca sumerja el electrodo en agua para
enfriarlo. Todos los conductos, empalmes, etc. Si no fuera posible, cubra los materiales para
evitar estado. Recuerde que las chispas derivadas de las soldaduras pueden pasar con 7. I del
ANSI chispas o llamas. No deje que el electrodo, el soporte del electrodo ni ninguna 6. El arco
de soldadura desprende chispas y salpicaduras. Conecte el cable auxiliar tan cerca de la zona
de trabajo de fusibles antes de empezar a trabajar con el equipo. Nacional de EE. A-2
Reemplazo del electrodo y trabajo B-1 Ciclo de Trabajo Serie P, P Identifique el tipo de
portaelectrodo antes de instalarlo. Remueva Remueva el tornillo de montaje de la manija y
Cable de deslice la misma fuera del portaelectrodo. Coloque la manija sobre el cable del
electrodo. Si el cable del electrodo no tiene una terminal, remueva Estas son preguntas
importantes porque el adecuada. En esta tabla de electrodos, la polaridad preferida se enumera
primero. Estos electrodos tienen una escoria interruptor. Si la los pases ondulados. Se
recomienda LH con AC La soldadora de arco y electrodo se pueden utilizar para cortar acero y
hierro fundido. Siga este procedimiento: 1 Utilice un electrodo Fleetweld de 3. Levante el
electrodo, y empiece de nuevo. Electrodo: Fleetweld 3. Mantenga el electrodo con un arco largo
perpen- Contenedor para dicular sobre el punto capturar el metal caliente donde se va a hacer
el Haciendo orificios con un electrodo orificio. Permita que el metal derretido caiga por el
orificio. NOTA: en metal pesado 7. Esto permite que el metal derretido gotee libremente a
medida que perfora. No es necesario un mantenimiento preventivo de rutina. Pour enregistrer la
machine : NE PAS superviseur. Une copie et de machines de soudage. I Normes. Des 3.
Toujours maintenir les bouteilles en position verticale, solidement zones adjacentes. Les
bouteilles doivent se trouver : 6. Un contact accidentel 7. Section A Instructions De
Fonctionnement B-1 Facteur de Marche B-1 Disjoncteurs Si un interrupteur de la pince. Ce
mouvement de balayage per- 6. Les soudeuses de 60 sur des soudures verticales montantes.
The 60 Hz welders are rated des cordons de soudure exceptionnellement lisses. If the welder is
used for more than 2 minutes during several successive ten minute periods, it may overheat.
Our challenge is to meet the needs of our customers and to exceed their expec- tations. On
occasion, purchasers may ask Lincoln Electric for advice or information about their use of our
products. We respond to our customers based on the best information in our possession at that
time. Lincoln Electric is not in a position to warrant or guarantee such advice, and assumes no
liability, with respect to such information or advice. As a matter of practical consideration, we

also cannot assume any responsibility for updating or correcting any such information or
advice once it has been given, nor does the provision of information or advice create, expand or
alter any warranty with respect to the sale of our products. Lincoln Electric sobre el uso de
nuestros productos. Open navigation menu. Close suggestions Search Search. User Settings.
Skip carousel. Carousel Previous. Carousel Next. What is Scribd? Uploaded by mceldridge.
Date uploaded Jan 31, Did you find this document useful? Is this content inappropriate? Report
this Document. Flag for inappropriate content. Download now. Related titles. Carousel Previous
Carousel Next. Jump to Page. Search inside document. A-2 Operation B-3 Maintenance C-1
Parts Pages Jaws Input Power and Grounding Connections 1. B-3 Mantenimiento A-2
Fonctionnement B-3 Entretien David Vargas. Carlos Padilla. Kamel Fedaoui. Nirav Desai.
Mohamad Yusuf Helmi. Chenna Rajendraprasad. Jonatan Lopez. Star Glacier. Antonio Carlos
Cardoso. Quality Team. Santosh Sangle. Murad Almoudi. Tiberiu Munteanu. More From
mceldridge. Popular in Ground Electricity. Costache Dan. Gilberto Nunes Dualdo Junior. Omar
Vilchez. Mohamed Gabsi. Juan Carlos Pato Tellez. Joao Proenca. Khay Saad. Queen Orbeta.
Robson Santos. Carlos Alberto Di Palma. Ridho Naufal. Shaheen S. Empresa AS AP. Hartini
Rahman. Thilakkumar Palvannan. Quick navigation Home. Collapse section Share Share on
Facebook, opens a new window Facebook. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in.
Forgot password or user name? Price for a 15 year old Lincoln AC S. Posts Latest Activity
Photos. Page of 1. Filtered by:. Previous template Next. A friend of mine wants to buy my old
Lincoln AC S stick welder. It is about 15 yrs old, give or take a few years, and has seen a lot of
action in its day, but still works like a champ. I really don't want to sell it but I do want to help
him out if I can do it without screwing myself in the process. This machine works fine, does all I
need, but I'd still like to help the guy out. He is retired Air Force with not a lot of money and had
just started taking a welding course and wants a machine to practice on at home. He was
thinking about getting a MIG welder until he priced them and the wife put the quietus on that
real quick. Will I see any benefit from a new machine just like it or not? Probably not, so I guess
the 'generosity factor' will be the guiding light in this situation. Tags: None. Comment Post
Cancel. ZXR Urza. I'd say give him a good deal. It's always good to help someone else when you
get the chance, and I'm sure he'll do something pretty cool with it. Heck, he might even be able
to make a couple a bucks on the side to help his family out.. BTW, is his last name Angell? No,
no angell, but he is a decent guy and has taught me a lot about computers, especially how to
build them. But, that did not come without some reciprocating deals either, so it isn't like he has
given me anything that i have not repaid in one way or another. I'm sure some of you have been
through this ordeal once or twice before, huh? Ones that are still running are worth 75 to , if it
works now likely it will still work for a long time. That way, he understands that you are being
charitable. If you sell him yours, he will only see it as a sale and probably not understand that
you are offering it in an act of kindness. That way, you both would have operable welders, you
would be out less money and he would know for sure the size of your heart. If your not using
the welder, just let him use it for nothing. Tell him to use it for practice and build a couple of
things to sell with it. Let him know that when he has made enough profit off of it to buy his own
welder, you would like to have your welder back. This way your not out any money and he gets
to keep his wife happy. Her husband wasn't home???. I didn't have any real money at the time
else I would have bought it as a gift for my son or father-in-law. Guess it depends However as
always - let the buyer beware. Out here in the rural countryside, some of the farmers don't seem
to pay much attention to duty cycles. Ditto some factory's that have since went out of business.
But since he's your friend, you may want to be more generous. Also, keep in mind that the new
Tombstones have been cost reduced. The new cables are much shorter and thinner. The old
power switches were substantial and made a loud clap when thrown. The new power switches
are like the light switches in your house. The new amperage switches are sloppy. And I'm sure
they cheapened it on the inside althought I can't say for sure. My kids think I got ripped maybe.
You probably got enough input now to be in the ballpark It's a Done Deal Now! I told him I
wanted to go to Home Depot or Lowe's and look at the new machines to make sure they weren't
crap, now that they have done cost reduction in the manufacturing process, and I was not
disappointed. I'm happy, my friend is happy, all is good! I fired up the new welder and it works
just as good as the old one, maybe even has a smoother arc with rod. Spark on! Thanks for all
the input fellas! You are a generous man with a big heart. I hope your friend understands that. I
have done lots of favors for people over the years and most people don't really understand that
you are only being helpful. Unfortunately most people don't appreciate a favor. It's a sad but
true fact. When someone does appreciate it, I'm usually compelled to continue helping them.
What worries me most is your friends marriage. If his wife can't understand that he is trying to
learn to weld so that he can better his career possibilities, then that couple has trouble.
Marriage is a team sport and both team members have to pull together. I guess it's none of my

business, but it is only my honest observation. My hat's off to you for being a generous helping
hand sort of person. Have a great day, Doc. She is supportive of whatever he wants to do, but
she is also in charge of paying the bills. He's retired and does some computer work on the side,
so she has to keep him in line with their budget. He has no intention of going into a business
with welding as an income generator, this is strictly for his own personal interest. I've had
similar obsessions myself, so I know what it is like to want something you can't afford! All
rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Before I plugged it in I decided to take it apart and clean it. I
will show you how you can take your old welder and make it work like a new one. These
machines have been produced for many years, and chances are you own one, why not pass it
on to your kids? I cannot state how easy this is to accomplish. In fact, the most difficult part in
my opinion, is the tedium of removing the screws to access the internals. Please, do not be
afraid to attempt this. I used Mobile-1 Synthetic automotive grease A Dremel tool with light
abrasive polishing bit. Unplug your welder. This is a life and death step. So make sure your
tombstone welder is unplugged, because it's too early to have your own. Tombstone, that is.
There are lots of screws. Mine had an amalgamation of flathead, phillips, and hex-head screws. I
am not sure if they come from the factory like this. I did not take pictures of every step as far as
screw removal goes. All I can tell you is to keep all of the screws in a container. The front
specification plate must be removed. To do this, there are 4 screws in the front, but you must
also remove the selection switch handle White arrow. To do this, simply remove the flathead
screw that is in the fat portion of it. See green arrow. The selector switch is held in place by 2
screws which are located behind the specification plate. You may have to bend the holding tabs
to get the switch to come out however keep in mind that you WILL have to bend them back to
align the screw holes. Unfortunately, I didn't end up taking picture of the screws, but it is easily
understood when you get the plate off. Once the selector is removed, take a look at it. Removing
the white disc is the first step to disassembling the switch. The white disc is serrated on the
back, and mates with a raised serrated portion of the switch housing itself. This is how it
"locks" into each current setting. My switch was struck quite hard at one point, and a chunk of
the switch housing was broken off. All that must be done is to press the white disc downward,
and to remove the roll pin with a pair of needle-nose pliers. Hold the assembly together until
you can get all of the parts into a parts container. On the back of the switch you will see the
white shaft has a lobe on it. A spring puts pressure on a copper contact strip which connects
various windings of the transformer to the output leads. The shaft and assembly can be pulled
out the back of the switch housing. Be careful not to drop the spring, because springs love their
freedom and tend to make fantastic escapes never to be seen again. There is probably a secret
society of loosed springs that causes all of the earthquakes in California. I don't know. I'm just
saying. Break out your Dremel tool with the soft abrasive polishing bit. This bit is very useful for
cleaning electrical connections. Begin polishing the copper strip that the shaft goes through.
Only two areas need cleaning, the contacts on each end of the strip. Notice how dirty and pitted
they are! All I have is my blackberry so it doesn't do macros very well. Dirty contacts will result
in poor electrical connections. Poor electrical connections result in higher transformer heat,
poorer welds requiring more current, and burned contacts. Burned contacts cause pitting and
poor electrical conduction. It is a negative cycle. But we are here to fix that. All of the current to
the stick flows through these 2 small tabs. That is how important they are! But do not go
overboard. If you polish it too much, you can create valleys in the tabs and reduce electrical
contact. A good rule of thumb is to simply make it shine and no more. The selector shaft in my
welder was bent so I heated it up and straightened it out. I decided to try to polish the selector
shaft with the Dremel-and it worked. I recommend cleaning it up as mine was very dirty. Now,
take a look at the back of the switch housing. You will see many copper contacts on the back.
Each of these contacts is a Heat setting. Current setting They are very important, as is the
copper tab that the copper strip rides on. I recommend also polishing the plastic spacers
between each contact. Mine were dirty, so cleaning them prevents dirt from being dragged back
onto the copper contacts. In my picture only 3 contacts are cleaned, this is to show you the
contrast between a clean contact and the dirty ones. Dirt is a poor conductor. Also note the
copper contactor that needs to be polished. It probably was useless at anything under amps!
How tight are your connections? Loose connections make more heat, and can cause you to
believe your welder is "Worn out". Now is the time to re-assembly. I always use good synthetic
grease. I used Mobile-1 full synthetic general purpose grease. It's a few dollars more than
regular grease, but those dollars are always saved when a parts lasts longer because you have
used a good grease. Even in something like this. Grease the serrated portion of the white disc,
the serration raised portion of the switch housing, the copper tabs on the switch housing and
spacers, the copper strip on both contacts, the copper contactor on the switch housing, and the
shaft itself. To re-assemble, put the shaft through the inner middle hole of the copper strip, then

put the spring on the plastic nub of the shaft, and thread the assembly through the switch
housing. Put the white disc on the shaft on the other side of the switch, press down, and insert
the roll pin. You will have to make sure the depression on the top of the white disc is aligned
with the hole in the shaft that accepts the roll pin. Slip the pin in and release pressure and your
switch is refreshed. Go through the heat ranges and pay attention to the copper strip. It should
be centered on each contact. Mine wasn't. My tab was slightly off center, probably due to wear,
probably because nobody had ever lubricated the switch. To get the copper strip centered, I
have to jiggle the selector a little when I change heat settings. Yours may not be as worn as
mine. It can use some lubrication. Mine didn't want to stay "on", which was partly an alignment
issue. You can get it at Wal-Mart. All you can really do is lube the switch up. But, this is all that
was required to make mine work like new. Click it on and off a few times and observe closely
the movement and workings of the switch. The green and black arrows indicate lubrication
points, but I am sure I missed one. Look for yourself and add a few drops of oil into each spot.
My switch works like new, now. Before you plug it in and enjoy your welder, do yourself a favor
and go through the current ranges from least to most several times to evenly distribute the
grease. I was not shy with my grease, I never am. Usually, it is OK to have too much, and not OK
to have too little. This is not always the case, though. Because your welder has been broken in,
it is likely to connect better now, and switch better now, than a brand-new unit. Your welder will
run cooler and might just operate more efficiently at a lower heat setting. It is worth it to take a
half hour or so and give a little TLC to your old workhorse that has served you so well all these
years. Even a brand new unit probably has been under lubricated with low end grease and could
use some good synthetic grease. I'm a little obsessive when it comes to that, that's just me.
Thanks for reading! Question 2 years ago on Step 1. NEVER use grease! When it gets hot, it will
be at or near a liquid state and may end up leading to shorts or arcing. It also attracts dust and
grime. Use dry graphite instead. Thank you! I've had my Lincoln buzz box since , it never failed
until yesterday. I followed your lead, removed a very large mouse nest, but my welder is now
responding like the day I bought it. Great post, don't lnow the age of yours. Mine looks exactly
the same. I was given the same welder for free. It looks brand new but does not seem to work. It
gets voltage thru the cord but does not turn on. Is there a fuse inside? Any idea on what it could
be? Reply 5 years ago. Does not turn on, like the fan does not come on, or there is no output
out of the leads? There is no fuse that I am aware of, just the havy duty power switch. I would
make sure you have voltage coming out of the switch. My guess it is one of the electrical unions
has come loose. No power situations are easy to diagnose. Please remember to unplug it before
working on it! I grew up in Germany, where standard wall current is VAC. It bit me a couple
times, mainly because of my own carelessness, but it didn't grab me like described here.
Getting juiced by anything isn't probably good for you, and the advice to unplug and ground out
any appliance or mechanism before working on it, is sound advice. Especially anything that
might have a high-potential capacitor in the circuit, somewhere, those things can put a charge
in you, if you're not careful. Get the whole thing under a nice bright light, are the pins clean,
pitted, corroded, are they seated in the socket head properly, do they wiggle, how about the rest
of the cord behind the plug head, any cracks, insulation peeling off, visible kinks or bends,
bubbles, cuts, or burn spots, anything that looks like it might be broken under the outer casing,
and, test for continuity. With a welder, you're dealing with slag spatter, and while these things
are built a little on the heavy side, slag has just been at about 5, degrees or whatever the arc
temperature is, and if it's an older machine that's seen a lot of service, cord replacement might
not be a bad first step. As for the insides of one of these things, I kind of want to lean toward
handing that work off to a certified professional. I guess I could probably do some of it myself,
but I'd want the rebuild book and a parts kit and preferably some adult supervision there to help
me along I'm getting a Lincoln, today. Reply 5 years ago on Introduction. I was in Germany
myself and got tickled with volts, it is at 50 hertz there. Here it is at 60 hertz, and it will GRAB
you! I can attest to that. That mere 10 hertz in frequency makes a BIG difference in how it acts.
Just to pass on some info, that's a cracker Jack or cracker box welder. I'm including a picture of
a tombstone welder. I drove 3 hours once to buy a welder that the guy swore was a tombstone
The difference is like having a s and a Cummins one ton dually. I have a question about
greasing the copper contacts. This must have worked out fine for you, so I'm asking just for my
understanding. Wouldn't the coat of grease insulate flow of electricity between the copper
contact plates? I see the seam where they meet but am unsure if indeed to remove screws from
the sides at all or is it just front face screws that come out and the face cover not the
instructions plate comes off leaving the sides and back in place. Quick tip: After the contacts
are all burnished and dusted off, a light coating of OX-GARD anti-oxidation compound on the
contacts and selector will keep it fresh. A small tube is cheap. I would like to give my thanks
too. I was given a fairly old welder and wanted to put it to use. Its a bit different than yours small

flat steel connectors to the selector instead of wires but enough to help me on the way. Reply 6
years ago on Introduction. You are welcome! It makes me glad to know that people are helped
by this. Remember to polish those flat connectors where they are screwed down, both sides, for
optimal conductivity. Thank you so much for posting this. I acquired a welder that has not been
used for years and has been stored in a place that was not the most waterproof. Your
instructions just may get me up and running! It a transformer based machine and as long as it
unplugged from line AC mains there is no shock hazard. Even though it is unplugged is there
still a chance it could shock me? Anything inside that I could get shocked with? This
instructional works! I revamped mine with following this page and no cash. It now runs like
brand new! Thanks alot! By tundrawolf Follow. More by the author:. I am 6'1" and when he
stands on his back legs, he can put his paws on my shoulders and we are eye to eye. He weighs
more than I do, to, at lbs. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! KennethP72
Question 2 years ago on Step 1. Answer Upvote. JoeF4 2 years ago. Reply Upvote. RussellF4 5
years ago. AlW1 6 years ago on Introduction. Geordi 6 years ago on Introduction. Thanks again.
Bobdeham 7 years ago on Introduction. Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in.
Forgot password or user name? I may have goofed Lincoln AC Posts Latest Activity Photos.
Page of 2. Filtered by:. Previous 1 2 template Next. Lincoln AC , PM. Hello, I could use some
advice - before I go and make another hasty decision. I have a short-term need for a basic stick
welder. I thought I'd be a good boy, and buy a used one and save some money. He told me the
electrode holder and ground clam were corroded. I rushed and didn't look into the pricing, and
purchased the machine. The cables are extra long, as the previous owner spliced another ten
feet or so onto the ends. I don't know what gauge cable comes standard, but on the electrode
side, the splice addition is substantially beefier. On the ground side, it looks to be the same type
of cable. The cables have some dry rot, but are not too bad until you get closer to the clamps.
Since this thing sat around for a while, I'm guessing that it needs to be opened up and that the
contacts will need to be cleaned. I don't have a lot of time or interest in tearing it down, so I'm
half tempted to buy a new one at Lowes, and just resell this machine. Another option, is to
spend a little more, and get the Thunderbolt XL, from Miller. If I have to tear it down and clean it
all up, then I'm wondering if I should replace the cables. Then I'm into it for more money, and
the new one looks better, again. I'm sorry for all the detail. Hopefully it helps. Thank you,
backbeat. Tags: None. I would start with a new clamp and try it out and see if it works. Chances
are it will work fine. If you want to open it up and clean it out down the road great. I have seen
some really ond buzz boxes that sat around for years, decades even, work great. Comment Post
Cancel. Keep it Open it up and do wHat it needs, it's a simple machine and won't take that much
to clean up and so on If you buy one at a bigboxstore you will still have the clamp issue -- they'll
be new but still lightweight. The only reason to dump the machine might be if you want DC
Frank. Well there are no contacts, its just a transformer attached to your work leads. Makes
sense Thank you for your advice! I'll get the clamps and give it a whirl. I think the cables will do.
Just curious Thanks again! Originally posted by cruizer View Post. Lincoln Keep the old one as
in many cases some of the newer units may have lighter duty transformers made from
aluminum which reduces the duty cycle. Good point - it's small money. I'll see how it works.
Thank you all, again. Originally posted by backbeat View Post. Cruizer - I found this link earlier demonstrating the cleaning of copper 'contacts,' etc. You just need to invest time to locate. Did
new parts work????????? Still works Good unit to break in on. You can learn alot. It works!
Thank you all again, for your help. The machine works fine. I replaced the stinger and ground
clamp, and finally changed over my outlet from a dryer style receptacle, to the proper welding
receptacle. I mainly worked with the because I knew it would be easier; and it was. Both rod
types were tried with and amps. The is going to take some practice! The wasn't very difficult,
but no doubt the welds could be a lot cleaner and without some of the inclusions that were left
behind. There's plenty of room for improvement. I'm curious what the will look like with DC,
since it was fairly nice with AC. Question on leads: Does anyone know the cable lead size on the
AC? Tweco makes cable connectors, but I'm not sure how they work. It would be nice to put
connectors on the AC machine, and the Stickmate, and just move the leads from one machine
to the other - if needed. Thank you! All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Log In Register.
Public Service Forums. Outdoors Sponsored By. Post Reply 1 of 1. Last 1. You must be a
subscriber to. Joined: Dec 8, Posts: 1, How long do you want to ignore this user? My welder is
not working. I used a multimeter to check voltage. I have v on both wires 2 wires going to the
switch. I only have All the contacts are reading Has anyone experience with this situation?
Thank you. Reply Quote 0. Joined: Feb 22, Posts: 39, User Profile Private Message. How old is
the machine and what kind of duty cycles have you been running on it? It's age is unknown. It's
spent many years ? Have been using it intermittently at the farm. Duty cycles never exceeded 5
minutes max. I'm not real waspy on wiring, but doesn't sound right for that machine. I had the

luxury of having an electrician on hand that worried about that stuff for me. Should have
available IIRC. Might be a power supply issue. And 5 minutes of continuous run time sounds a
bit high believe it or not. Shouldn't take nearly that long to burn a rod. But if you were just
getting after it and running rod after rod rapid fire you could definitely wear out an older cracker
box in a hurry. Joined: Mar 11, Posts: Check from wire to wire on both sides of the switch. It
should be v. I am guesstimating on the 5 minutes. However long it takes to burn a at 90AMPs or
so. Maybe 30 seconds I dunno. So if that giant magnet box thing is froze up is it toast? I've been
led to believe these welders last forever. They can last forever, but being a former shop teacher
I'll tell you that they will wear out. But if it's an older machine, a jump in usage from sitting idle
for years may have done it in. Joined: Jun 24, You should be able to troubleshoot this fairly
easy with a multimeter. I found a schematic - link posted below. It is a. You should have one on
the inside of your machine. There are only a few components. Did you check that from the
source? I am making the assumption input power is good based on what you wrote. I would
start troubleshooting in this order you have probably done many of these things - Check source
power for vac Check fuses Since you have a constant Transformers usually fail with a hard
open circuit. If the selector switch checks good. Ohm out the primary side of the transformer.
Then each tap of the secondary. You can ohm x5 - x4 x5 to x3 x5 to x2 x5 to x1 resistance
should increase slightly. Same thing through the reactor x5 to x6 x5 to x7 x5 to x8 all the way
through to x12, you get the picture. If things are interconnected and ohm through each other,
then disconnect a lead so you are only ohming though the exact component you are trying to
measure. There is not much after that. Clear as mud? Joined: Dec 22, I certainly wouldn't trade
an older Lincoln even the crackerbox for a new comparable model. Just my opinion. They're
typically cheap to fix and are built heavier than anything comparable today. Find a repair shop
and have the old one fixed. I've used a bunch and the crackerbox I've got now is nearly 40 years
old. While looking for the wiring diagram I found someone who converted their unit to a tig
machine. Ha yes, clear as mud. Where are the fuses?? I also stumbled across that article. I don't
know enough about welding to even know when or why I would want to TIG weld. Joined: Sep
22, Posts: 83, I don't think you're looking at a magnet. I think you're looking at the transformer.
You should have v on the input. Yes I would start troubleshooting in this order you have
probably done many of these things - Check source power for vac Check fuses- Do you mean
breaker? Since you have a constant We can figure this thing out in no time. A Continuity test is
really a resistance measurement. It is simply saying there is a clean connection between the two
points you are measuring. Set your meter to read resistance and touch the two multimeter leads
together. See what your number is. Then wiggle your multimeter leads around to make sure
your test leads are in good condition. If you have a cheaper meter it may read a hard 0 ohms.
You should have something very low close to zero. For the fuses - I was looking at the top of the
diagram. I see now it says customer connection. This is not from the factory. Sorry for the
confusion You say you are getting power so your breaker is fine. Just to make sure I have
posted a link on how to check proper vac wiring. The video is for a dryer, but it is the same for
your welder. It should be connected to the big center tab on your selector switch. This will let
you know if you have a good connection from the selector switch through the stinger cable.
There shouldn't be very much difference in ohms when taking your measurement directly on the
selector switch and at the end of the cable stinger clamp. As you measure through the cable
also check continuity of the ground cable gently wiggle and bend the cable - especially around
the areas where the cable terminates onto the clamps. See if you meter jumps or you have any
intermittent dead spots. You may need a helper to hold one of the meter leads. My guess is that
you have one or more bad connections based on the age of the unit or a bad selector switch.
Bad connections could be corrosion or something more physical like the wires from the cable
that terminate in the stinger clamp are not touching anymore. If you have high resistance in
your connections you need to clean them up. A big pencil eraser has the right amount
abrasiveness. Then use alcohol to finish the cleaning process. You can use some contact
cleaner before you hook things back up. You could have a bad transformer, but that is the least
likely. You can ohm it out or check the voltages. If you check voltages on the transformer, make
sure you first have the proper primary voltage. Then you can check the voltages on all of the
secondary taps. I am not. I am near Corpus Christi. Thank you for your help thus far. Three
people I have talked to in person say that the transformer is probably bad, but they haven't seen
the machine. I will check continuity this evening. I have only checked voltage thus far. I don't
know if it matters but the fan is not turning on either. I think it may be a bad transformer. Skip to
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filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I should of known better
then to purchase this. Got it for home use. Lincoln is a great name in welding. They just totally
missed it on this thing. Had to return it 3 different times for one issue or another. Finally just
gave up , it now sits in the corner collecting dust. Ive used it to weld a few projects. It will lay
down a pretty good bead. I learned how to weld on a welder like this one back in I like it. You will
need a proper plug on a 50 amp breaker. The welder is great no question this my secound one
had to sell the first due to military moves. The Welder arrived eight days due no falt of mine and
the Emails were not appreciated. I bought this to do some welding on tractor parts. It has
performed perfectly for what I need. Great size it's pretty heavy so I put it on a hand cart so I
could move it around the garage easily , and all around great product. It had a projected delivery
date of Oct , it got here on Oct 18th!!! I will definitely be buying more products from this
company in the future. This is an excellent welder for someone just coming into welding. Great
piece of equipment for any shop. My other one was stolen but I didn't hesitate to buy another
Lincoln. Does everything I want from an arc welder,. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. An excellent welder for basic needs or a starter unit. One person found this helpful.
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